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Enclosed for the 1 Bureau are ‘two sets of three mo 

photographs, and for. Dallas is one set of three photographs." ” 

   
per Pp These enclosures. are , photoconies-of the photograph | 

~ displayed to the New Orleans FBI by @:2¢ss5ec3.04 on 11/19/76... 

ctoieue Photopraph was taken in 10/59 by a photographer for — 
Bohemia magazine, recording an informal, casual meeting at the. 

Camaguey, Cuba, airport during the organization of a.search for mn 
CAMILLO CIENFUEGOS.. The only persons in the _photograph that - 

Siuaecan identify are FIDEL CASTRO (with cigar and beard in 
left foreground) , @eescuhimself in white shirt, tie and. 
“sunglasses (on CASTRO 's immediate left), and RAOUL CHIVAS - 

(with balding head, glasses, | mustache and beard, innediately 

                    

   

  

    

  

     

    
    

igi eeies Ga ones ESET: St NEUSE which they may claim is that 

of CLAY Shaw, is the only, male face cut by the right edge of the 

photograph. That face is not looking toward CASTRO but is 

facing the camera , and ‘appears. to have white hair’ Sh. 
= a - {0 60.7. 
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; - These "photographs are. being furnished to the 
Bureau and Dallas for information, to accompany New Orleans ~ 
LHM's of 11/23/76 and 2213/78 5 if such are deemed appropriate 
for dissemination. . 

Additional copies of these photographs | are e retained |... 

by New Orleans. woe ct oo . “ 

  

 


